EnsoSleep is a new sleep scoring solution that utilizes Waveform AI to automate sleep event detection and empower clinicians to spend more time on direct patient care.

Increase PSG and HST Volume
AI scoring frees up time for growing monthly testing volumes and DME offerings.

Decrease Backlog
Up to 75% reduction in time spent scoring sleep studies helps decrease turnaround times and procedural backlogs.

Quality and Consistency
Our Waveform AI scored sleep studies have over 90% clinician agreement.

Seamlessly fits in your Workflow
Interoperable with devices and viewing software, with zero added clicks.

EnsoSleep allows our sleep technologists to spend more time on patient care and education, without sacrificing quality in the preparation of test results. EnsoSleep has improved patient engagement and is helping improve long-term adherence to treatment.

Kimi Clark, RPSGT, RST, CCSH VP of Clinical Support Services at MedBridge Healthcare
What is Waveform Artificial Intelligence (AI)?
EnsoSleep is built and trained on RPSGT scored sleep studies that have been interpreted by board certified physicians. The AI uses these studies to write thousands of rules that emulate human visual pattern recognition to automate event detection and score studies resulting in over **90% average clinician agreement**.

**Seamless Integration**

- **No change** in clinician workflow
- **Interoperable** with existing viewing software and waveform devices
- Sleep scoring analysis time **cut by up to 75 percent**
- Increase time for direct patient care

Adding EnsoSleep’s AI has changed everything in terms of how fast and how accurate we are testing more than anything. After all, **speed means nothing if it’s not accurate**. With EnsoSleep, we can offer better services and faster services for patients. Results are ready from one day to the next, it’s no longer two to three days, which is amazing.

Dayana Arellano, RST, Technical Director

**Want to get started? Reach out today!**

608.509.4704  
connect@ensodata.com  
www.ensodata.com